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“Suzanne Enoch’s sparkling talent makes each book witty, romantic, and always an eagerly anticipated pleasure.” —Christina Dodd Adventure and heart-stopping romance go hand in hand in A Lady’s Guide to Improper Behavior, the second book in New York Times and USA Today bestseller Suzanne Enoch’s breathtaking Regency-set Adventurers Club series. This fun, emotional, sexy, and exciting story of a lady’s
attempt to civilize a rogue by most improper means is a perfect example of the romantic storytelling mastery that has inspired superstar Julia Quinn to call Enoch, “One of my favorite authors.”
One of Amazon's Best Romances of September A 2017 RT Reviewer's Choice Nominee for Best Book of the Year and Reviewer's Choice Nominee for Best Contemporary Love and Laughter She was a naive country girl. He was a billionaire's spoiled son. He was her first crush, her first heartbreak...and now her sworn enemy. As Avalon Harwood's fortunes soared, Maximilian “Mac” Coltrane's plummeted, and he had to fight
his way back to where they both began: Hellcat Canyon. Now Mac and Avalon will play dirty—in more ways than one—to get what they each want: the glorious old abandoned Coltrane mansion. But when Avalon snaps the house up at auction, she discovers there's something awfully familiar about the extremely hot caretaker... Mac might have a heart of stone, and the abs to match, but Avalon—the dazzling girl whose heart was
always too big and too reckless for her own good—was always his Kryptonite. And just like that, the stakes change: suddenly they're fighting not just for a house, but for a magic they tasted only once before and never since—long ago, with each other, at Devil's Leap. “Julie Anne Long’s books are sexy and adorable!” —New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis
Life doesn't come with a script but some moments don't need one. Senior year pushed us all. It dared us to embrace wonder and chase love. It challenged us to find out who we were as people, as partners, as a family. We're so much better together.Graduation isn't the end of our story by any stretch. It's the next chapter.*Please note this is a reverse harem and the author suggests you always read the forward in her books.
Contains some bullying elements, mature situations, and is recommended for 17+. This is the eighth in a series and the story will continue through future books.
Welcome to Shadow Valley where the Dirty Angels MC rules. Get ready to get Down & Dirty because this is Jag's story... The only thing Jag, DAMC Road Captain, loves more than his custom bike is Ivy. He's wanted her ever since he could remember. However, through the years, he's had to watch her date anyone but him since she avoids dating bikers like the plague. Instead, she gravitates toward the complete opposite:
geeks and nerds. Something Jag will never be. Smart and independent, Ivy wants to be the property of no man. Growing up in the club, she knows firsthand how they treat women. She regrets the mistake she made by dragging Jag upstairs to his room at the club one drunken night. Ever since then, she's been doing her best to keep him at arm's length, though it's proven difficult. Especially when she finds out his secret, which
only endears her to him even more. Between secrets, lies, and a violent tangle with a rival club, can these two passionate hot-heads find the love and solace they're looking for in each other's arms? Or will everything just tumble down around them? Note: This book can be read as a standalone. It includes lots of steamy scenes, biker slang, cursing, some violence and, of course, an HEA. If you like alpha males who like to take
charge, this book is for you.
Harmony makes no excuses for who she is or what she's done. For the past few years she's been living as a club girl for the Brothers by Blood MC. The club girls are there for a purpose - to cook, to clean and to keep the men happy. She respects the club, respects the men and she follows the rules. Watching the men walk in and out of her life is strangely comforting, and a feeling she's grown accustomed to. With a history of
disappointments and false promises, all she wants is to have fun, play music and finish college. Being associated with the club, she can do that without having to risk her heart. That was until he showed up.When Kit's father stepped down as president, he took the title with pride. The Brothers by Blood MC is his family, his home. Deciding to celebrate his new title with his brothers from a neighboring chapter, the last thing he
expected was to find Harmony - a club girl with all the makings of a perfect old lady. The stunning blonde is beautiful, strong and fiercely independent. Harmony refuses to lower the walls she's created around her heart, but the fire inside her and her love for the club fuel his need to have her by his side, and on the back of his bike.When Harmony's safety is threatened, Kit is determined to do whatever it takes to protect her
and prove that she can trust him. But after a lifetime of broken promises, will it be enough?
Axel
Summer Unplugged
57 Meta-Programs
The Fortune Teller
A Novel
On the Sunny Side of the Street
The Complete Series (Books 1 - 4) The laws have finally caught up with the times and now the Noxiums are finally allowed to attend colleges. Hannah Nichols wanted away from the hate her father created, but when she ends up partnered up with a Noxi who makes her heart race, she knows she’s in big trouble. Wyser is thrilled when he meets Hannah, and her mind and body
calls to him, literally. He’s a dream walker and finds himself falling for her in his own made up reality. There they can be what they want, do what they want, but in the real world she decides shutting him out of her life is the better plan. Will Wyser be able to break down Hannah’s walls forcing her to face her own demons or will she shut him out for good? Can true love prevail in
a world full of hate? This book contains mature themes and language, only suitable for ages 18+!
Bridger Payne is an enigma that no one can figure out. Wise beyond his years, eerily intuitive and sexy as hell, every woman in The Silo wants him.None can have him.Not the real man, anyway.He might wield the lash for you if you ask prettily, but he
There's nothing I love more than scoring. I know what you're probably thinking, but I'm talking about goals, not men. My entire life revolves around three things: soccer, and my two best friends, Ryan and Grant. I've loved them since they were rowdy boys tearing up the town. Growing up, we shared everything from popsicles and toys to hopes, dreams, and the occasional jail
cell. Now that we're older, they've been known to share women. But they haven't shared me. Never me. Until now. College is over. So is soccer. And I only have one goal in mind...scoring double.
Rohn takes what he wants, and when he sets his sights on Rose, nothing can change his mind... Rose Cooper leads a scientific team to conduct research into the Clans of remote and rugged Planet Kratak. The Clans live in massive Keeps build directly into the heart of the forbidding mountains. The Krataks don't trust these visitors from the Allies. They suspect the scientific team
represents the first survey team scouting the planet for possible domination. When one of the team turns up missing, Rose finds herself in possession of a dangerous secret that could tear her whole world apart. Rose must balance her role as Commander of the team even as she falls head over heels for the powerful, dominant Rohn Harkniss, the rugged second son of Planet
Kratak's warlike Clans. He upsets everything she knows about her people, her mission, and herself. He takes what he wants, and when he sets his sights on Rose, nothing can change his mind. Can she bring all the pieces of the puzzle together before it's too late? Will she be lost forever from the world she knows, or will this magical world claim her and send her spinning into a
bright future of love and belonging?
Only true love has the capability to break your heart. Forgiving the Billionaire is a sweet adult Christmas romance. Hannah Bell has finally come home for Christmas after having been away for seven years. Between being humiliated at prom by her best friend, Logan, and disappointing her mother yet again, Hannah left and swore she'd never come back. But right now, she'd
rather face her past then her conflicting feelings about her boyfriend's proposal. Logan Blake is trying to adjust to his father's death, being a single dad, and his new status as a billionaire. Which is easier said than done. To complicate things further, his childhood friend and crush, Hannah, has come back into his life, stirring up all his old feelings. Just when he thinks he's ready
to tell her the truth about his past, his ex-wife comes back into the picture and wants to try and be a family again. When truths get revealed and relationships falter, Hannah and Logan must decide if love is worth putting the past behind them. Next in the Clean Billionaire Romance series: Finding love with the Billionaire. She's out to get his story. He's trying to find his place.
When he crashes their plane into the jungle, they'll discover just how wrong they've been about each other.
Explosive
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy
Nlp
Dirty Dancing at Devil's Leap
The Big Book of Nlp, Expanded: 350+ Techniques, Patterns & Strategies of Neuro Linguistic Programming
A Sci-Fi Alien Romance Saga

Welcome to Shadow Valley where the Dirty Angels MC rule. Get ready to get Down & Dirty because this is Zak's story... After spending the last ten years in prison, Zak, former DAMC president, has a few priorities: to reconnect with his "brothers," to get drunk, and to get laid. Not necessarily in that order. When he spots a stunning woman in the
clubhouse and mistakes her for one of the club's strippers, those priorities get a bit skewed. Sophie has no idea what happened to her life. One minute she's totally focused on building her bakery business, and the next? She's delivering a cake to the Dirty Angels motorcycle club's "homecoming" celebration for a member who just got out of prison.
Little does she know baking that cake will change the rest of her life, not to mention, make her a target for a rival MC. Normally, Sophie wouldn't be caught dead with a man like Zak, a tattooed, ex-con, badass biker. When a decades old territory war threatens to rip them apart, Zak will do anything to keep Sophie, his club, and the town safe. But
being from two different worlds, the threat they're under may not be worth the risk.
VICIOUS REBEL is a full length mature college/new adult romance with enemies-to-lovers/love-hate themes. The dark romance aspects of this tale darken with this book. Please be aware some situations may be uncomfortable for readers. This is a reverse harem novel, meaning the main character has more than one love interest. This is book two
in the series.
Darker, sexier, more intense...this is the story of Scar and Derek. Scar Wouldn't you give up everything for the one you love? I don't own my mind or my body anymore. Now, my name is Pet, and I am the submissive to the most beautiful man the world has ever seen. My purpose in life is to please him, to kneel in front of him, to serve his every
whim without question. He saved my life, but put himself in danger. I'm supposed to follow everything my master commands, but I can't watch him die. So I made a decision that I might regret for the rest of my life... Derek She is my weakness, my obsession, and my world is falling apart without her in it. Everyone dreams about the fairytale
ending. But I can't promise her happily ever after. Because I am a beast, just like they are. It's wrong to want her. She's too fragile, too broken, and too beautiful to resist. What's worse? She wants me to take her. We thought we were past the worst of it. We thought we finally had a chance. ...We thought wrong. The demon is still out there, waiting
to put both of us in hell. I swear on my life to protect her ... and the little secret she now carries inside her. WARNING: Dark, dirty, forbidden, and hot as hell. It is intended for mature audiences due to sexual content. ***This is part three in the Beauty and the Captor Trilogy. HEA Guaranteed! *** Reading Order: Her Beast (Beauty and The Captor
Book 1) Her Savior (Beauty and The Captor book 2) Her Dom (Beauty and The Captor book 3)
You never know who you can trust. My life -one constant battle, waged between chaos and carnage.My club -finally on top of the Chicago streets.Then as I begin to relax.Disaster strikes. My home is torn apart by madness. My very reason for existing could be taken from me-all from forces unknown. Though we know someone's lurking, another
threat closer to home hides in the shadows waiting to take their aim. This story isn't full of love and closure - it's deception, bloodshed, heartache, and lies. They want a fight-we'll give them a war.Because we are Defiance! From International Bestselling Author KE Osborn comes the penultimate book in the Chicago Defiance Series.
Everything changed when I crashed into a food truck.It all started with a brutal hill. An incline that I was determined to crest. One, long, punishing climb with my thighs screaming as I pumped the pedals for all I was worth. That hill could have been a metaphor for my whole life. I was climbing out of the crater left by a broken heart, ready to
seize control again. Making it up that hill was a good first step.Then I hit the food truck.Enter Reese Riley, blond, gorgeous, stunning sapphire eyes and the kind of smile to set my blood on fire. No way he was real. With charm to spare, he walked me home and then asked me out. Then he introduced me to his friends-Briggs, Goran, and Dalton.
Stunning men, all of them. Funny, too. They flirted, they teased, and they indulged. They were incredible, each of them, and they fit into my life like they'd been born to be there. I didn't know whether to celebrate or to run like hell.Oh, and did I mention they were aliens?*Please note this is a reverse harem and the authors suggest you always read
the forwards in their books. This is the first in a trilogy.
Always a Marine
Writing the Wolf
Feral Youth
Rohn
The Chosen Ones (Complete Series)

Isn't it funny?The way your life can alter in the blink of an eye. My club - constantly under siege by the Italian mafia.My city - in a war lasting two generations caused by our fathers.Yet, in amongst the turmoil, I met her.In a froyo store.This sassy woman who's ready to throw down and
defend her friends against my brothers and me. But we aren't the enemies in this story, and little did she know our chance encounter would set us along a different path. This story isn't full of partying and fun - it's chaos, carnage, deception, and lies.War - it's brutal.Can you resist?
Three troubled souls tangled in a web of obsessive love. Logan is poison and Kristen knows it. She has developed a hatred for his decadent increasingly risqué lifestyle. Yet every time she tells herself she's done, it never is. His hypnotic power over her draws her back like an addiction.
Logan's tenuous grip on reality is crumbling. He feels like he is reaching out for an elusive source of fulfillment. Sometimes he finds it in deviant sex, alcohol and drugs. Other times there is only darkness. Rich, powerful, handsome, he could have anyone he desires. But he's obsessed with
Kristen and will not let her go. Jake is a struggling artist with a powerful determination to follow his dream. But he is another beautiful mess. On a quest to find happiness and rebuild his life, he longs to escape the shadows of his past. But first he must defeat the unrelenting nightmares
in his head. When fate brings Kristen and Jake together, it rattles their worlds. Love is not in their plans that day in Central Park, but there is no going back. Now, Kristen finds herself caught between two wildfires, Jake and Logan. When jealousy and explosive passion erupt into dark
obsession, vengeance is all that is left.
Chelsea spent most of her life running.She was young when her parents were killed, and she was thrown into the system as just another statistic. One foster home after another, hell after hell. When things got too hard, her first instinct was to get out and fast.She didn't mind being a
club girl. Who wouldn't want a group of possessive alpha males on your side and in your bed? The freedom and the lifestyle allowed her to spread her wings while the rules and bylaws kept everyone in line. It was comfortable - safe.But while her head told her she was happy, her heart
reminded her constantly of what she really wanted - Brothers by Blood President, Optimus. He was a brooding asshole who was sexy, loyal and pushed the boundaries of both her body and her mind. He never let her all the way in, but she still couldn't stay away from him - he was
addictive.Optimus had only one rule - family comes first.He knew that sometimes sacrifices needed to be made in order to keep the ones he loved safe. He'd done it before and he would do it again.Being President of the Brothers by Blood MC meant he couldn't show any weakness. His
feelings for Chelsea were off the charts, but so far he'd managed to hide them and keep her at an arm's length thinking he was protecting her. Beautiful, athletic and sassy, she wasn't just another club girl, she was HIS girl.Danger is fast approaching and Chelsea is in its direct sight. Will
it be too late for Optimus to show Chelsea how he really feels? And when secrets are revealed will Chelsea stay and stand beside the man she wants or will the urge to run just be too strong?
This is a brief, easy-to-read introduction for people who are considering or starting out in CBT, for family members and friends who would like to know more about the treatment, and for anyone else with an interest in CBT. The guide explains the thinking behind CBT, how it works and
what conditions it can treat. It describes the process and strategies used in CBT, answers common questions about the therapy, and introduces alternative cognitive-behavioural approaches.
A dark, sexy, suspenseful rollercoaster ride you won't want to miss.Derek The girl makes my body burn with lust. She makes me want to wrap her hair around my fist and f*ck her hard. To make her scream my name in pleasure. Demand her sweet surrender while I dominate her in every
way I know how. But first, she has to pay for the sin of her father. Scarlett He was going to take what I didn't want to give. My complete submission. But somehow, his muscular body makes my body clench in ways I've never felt before. I start to crave the heat of his touch and his
commanding voice. I really should stay away. But being punished has never felt so good. Featuring all three books: Her Beast, Her Savior, Her Dom. Over 100,000 words of addictive, thrilling dark romance gathered together for the first time in one convenient, discounted bundle!
Wicked Bond
Hawk
Zak
Dating in the Dark
Enemies to Lovers Romance
Beauty and the Captor
The Big Book of Nlp, Expanded: 350+ Techniques, Patterns & Strategies of Neuro Linguistic ProgrammingInner Patch Publishing
NOW A USA TODAY AND LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER From the award-winning author of The Memory Painter comes a sweeping and suspenseful tale of romance, fate, and fortune. Semele Cavnow appraises antiquities for an exclusive Manhattan auction house, deciphering ancient texts—and when she discovers a manuscript written in the time of Cleopatra, she knows it will be the find of her
career. Its author tells the story of a priceless tarot deck, now lost to history, but as Semele delves further, she realizes the manuscript is more than it seems. Both a memoir and a prophecy, it appears to be the work of a powerful seer, describing devastating wars and natural disasters in detail thousands of years before they occurred. The more she reads, the more the manuscript begins to affect
Semele’s life. But what happened to the tarot deck? As the mystery of her connection to its story deepens, Semele can’t shake the feeling that she’s being followed. Only one person can help her make sense of it all: her client, Theo Bossard. Yet Theo is arrogant and elusive, concealing secrets of his own, and there’s more to Semele’s desire to speak with him than she would like to admit. Can
Semele even trust him? The auction date is swiftly approaching, and someone wants to interfere—someone who knows the cards exist, and that the Bossard manuscript is tied to her. Semele realizes it’s up to her to stop them: the manuscript holds the key to a two-thousand-year-old secret, a secret someone will do anything to possess.
Despite being a successful author of risqué romance novels, Charlie Faulkner had yet to star in her own love story. Drowning her sorrows in takeaway pizza, and at risk of getting wedged in her favourite writing chair, she despaired of ever finding the kind of all-consuming love that she wrote about in her books. When she did venture out of her writing cave, chaos and disaster followed, with many a
trip to the emergency room of the local hospital. It was there she fell head over heels for the handsome doctor who often treated her, Guy Fitton. The trouble was that with her medical track record, she wasn't sure if he'd see her as a sexy, desirable temptress or just a crazy, accident-prone woman, with a medical file so heavy it needed its own trolley. Would Charlie get her "happy ever after" with Dr.
Fitton or end up with the other significant male in her life, the pizza delivery guy?
Triplets, the Buckley brothers were inseparable until everything went wrong one violent, bloody night. A.J. Buckley, the eldest of the trio, faced a human trial for a brutal murder. Found guilty, he was sentenced to twenty-five to life. Without argument or regret, he accepted the sentence. After six years in prison, A.J.'s conviction is overturned on a technicality and he returns to Willow Bend to face a
new Alpha and fresh charges. Vivian Knox was the only witness to the murder. She refused to testify in the human courtroom and spent a year in prison on contempt charges. Once released, she worked tirelessly to free A.J., finally locating a loophole in the case against him. Satisfied with his freedom, the last thing she expected was to be kidnapped to the back of beyond where another judge
demands she testify to what she saw that night. This time, contempt is the least of her problems. Only four people know exactly what happened that night and none are talking. When pack law threatens Vivian, A.J. must stake his claim, but his wolf might be too damaged to help him...
New and improved edition for 2019. The Big Book Of NLP contains more than 350 patterns & strategies written in an easy, step-by-step format. The methods include a full array of the fundamentals that every practitioner needs, such as the Swish pattern and The Phobia Cure, as well as advanced and unique patterns, such as The Nested Loops method and Learning Strategies. Many of these
techniques were never published before and cannot be found elsewhere. Perhaps more important, and unlike most other NLP books and programs, the patterns are written with great care and testing to ensure that they are clear and can be followed immediately.If there was one really useful book on NLP... ...it would be full of NLP patterns!Everyone who learns Neuro Linguistic Programming knows
the power of the patterns and strategies that employ the skills and knowledge of NLP. Whether you have just been introduced to the basics, or you have mastered advanced material and patterns, this work provides you with more than 350 patterns in a concise reference format, with step-by- step instructions.We have selected each pattern for its value and relevance. If you know the pattern, you can
refresh your memory; if you want to learn it, you can do so without wading through any "fluff" such as ridiculously long explanations of NLP terms, or "magical stories" of healing and success. I chose to make this book clean of theories and fiction stories, and packed it with the most practical guidelines and advice.
Wolf Next Door
Graduation and Gifts
Vicious Rebel
The Best Medicine
Jag
Down & Dirty
I couldn't walk away. It's not who I am. The moment I saw Rayne broken and bloodied, I knew I wasn't leaving without her. As the president of the Houston Defiance MC, my job is to protect. And there's no taming the rage building inside my body, screaming at me to shield her from the husband who's beating her day in
and day out.Taking her was never in my plans, but plans change. I don't care if she's married. Or that her husband's a cop. Our connection is explosive, it's dangerous, it's intoxicating. And I'm fast being swept up in her storm. It's something I can't ignore. I thought the enemy was clear, and I was ready to fight.
But maybe there's a threat we didn't see coming? Maybe there's someone closer to us than we ever could have imagined. Someone who could be the destruction of us both. From International Bestselling Author KE Osborn comes the highly anticipated first book in the Houston Defiance MC Series.
Who says turning 30 has to be a bad thing?Tinley Scott is in a rut. Or so her best friend and sister tell her. She can't fall in love sitting on her couch watching Friends and drinking a bottle of wine. Their answer?Speed dating in the dark. Dating in today's world is hard enough as it is. Why go adding a new
challenge to the mix? By date number three, she's ready to throw in the towel and return to her safe haven.Until her final date sets her panties ablaze. His deep voice, his practiced words...everything about him lights Tinley's fire. Too quickly their 15-minute date is over and done with. Or so she thought. Their
easy banter continues through a slew of text messages until the inevitable happens.Meeting face to face.Falling in love wasn't on Tinley's radar, but then she wasn't counting on mystery date number four.Dating in the Dark is the first book in the enemies to lovers Dating Trilogy. Books 1 & 2 end in cliffhangers. If
you love snarky heroines and panty melting heroes, then you'll love this sexy rom-com trilogy.
Sink your teeth into the hot new werewolf paranormal romance from USA Today bestselling author, Steffanie Holmes! Rosa: I need to escape. After those racist bastards destroyed my home, I can't face the world again. I've rented a cabin in the heart of the Crookshollow forest. I'm going to lock myself away and work on
my book. I'm going to write my story. And I absolutely, positively WILL NOT think about Caleb, the hunky labourer who's fixing up my cabin. No way. I won't think about the way his eyes melt my heart, and his smile melts my panties. I'm too emotionally raw right now. I can't handle a fling, especially not with a white
guy. Especially not a guy like him. A guy who shags and leaves. I can't handle any more heartache. Caleb Rosa Parker - clever writer, black woman, total hottie. The connection between us sizzles - there's no denying it: this woman is my mate. When I'm near her, all I want to do is claim her. If only I wasn't the
biggest threat to her life right now. With a rogue wolf pack after my hide, I can't afford a distraction. Even a distraction as alluring as her. I need to keep my wolfish instincts in check. But I can't help myself. Rosa Parker has got under my skin. And I won't stop until I've made her mine. Writing the Wolf is a
standalone novel with an HEA. It's the second book in the hot new paranormal romance series by USA Today bestselling author Steffanie Holmes. Read on if you love spunky heroines, pack politics, and a hero so hot he'll have you howling for more.
Welcome to Shadow Valley where the Dirty Angels MC rules. Get ready to get Down & Dirty because this is Diesel's story... She calls him "The Beast." Diesel, the MC's Sergeant at Arms and enforcer, is tasked with not only keeping the club's property and its members safe, but also taking care of "business" when needed.
His motto, "live free, die free," means he sees most women as nags and clingers and he wants none of that. The last thing he needs is to have one sitting on the back of his bike and trying to dictate his life. Unlike the other DAMC women, Jewel wants to be an ol' lady. Being born and raised within the club, her goal
is to earn her place on back of a brother's bike. But not just anyone's. No, she had to pick the biggest, most pig-headed and quick-tempered of the bunch. The one she nicknamed "The Beast," because that's how he acts both in and out of bed. She's wanted Diesel for so long she's not about to give up the fight to
become his. She's bound and determined to win this battle one way or another. Diesel fights his desire for Jewel until a rival MC threatens what he realizes is his, and no one gets away with that. No one. Note: This book can be read as a standalone. It includes lots of steamy scenes, biker slang, cursing, some
violence and, of course, an HEA. If you like alpha males who like to take charge, this book is for you.
Welcome to Shadow Valley where the Dirty Angels MC rules. Get ready to get Down & Dirty because this is Axel's story... When you're a cop, life can be complicated when the woman you love is MC born and raised... Though the club blood runs thick in Axel's veins, he's despised by them for being a cop. They also hate
him because his family turned their back years ago not only on the club but his brother, the president of the Dirty Angels MC. However, he's loved Bella forever, watched her marry the wrong man, one who broke her in almost every imaginable way, and yet she's still the strongest person he knows. Despite their rivaling
families, he won't let anything stand in the way of making her his this time. Bella hasn't known anything other than alpha bikers her whole life. Her marriage to one turned into a tragedy, one that changed the rest of her life. She was never the same after that one fateful night that Axel came to save her. Though he
remains on the outskirts of her life, he's always there: watching, waiting, worrying about her. Especially when a rival MC continues to wreak havoc on all of their lives. Like Romeo and Juliet, his family may never accept her, and hers him, but they're both determined to tear down the wall that divides them. Note:
This book can be read as a standalone. It includes lots of steamy scenes, biker slang, cursing, some violence and, of course, an HEA. If you like alpha males who like to take charge, this book is for you.
The Club Girl Diaries
Harmony
Fierce Obsessions
Forgiving the Billionaire
A Dark Romance
Caged Wolf
"Once a loser, always a loser.", we say."He's a mule that cannot be reasoned with. That's just the way he is.", we complain.We file ourselves and others into categories seemingly cast in stone, and resign ourselves to navigating life at the mercy of the cards that have been dealt to us.But what if this need not be the case? What if we were to see ourselves and others not as immovable islands in the oceans of circumstances, but
rather as ships with sails hoisted high, able to move and choose freely in the face of life's currents and winds?The fact of the matter is that behaviors that have been learned can be unlearned. Ways of thinking that have become normal and practically automatic can be redefined. Our capacity for adaptation is worth bearing in mind.As a result of acknowledging the ways in which our brains and bodies either help or hinder us in a
variety of contexts, we are empowered to adopt strategies that move us ever closer to the very tangible realities of contentment and accomplishment.That is the purpose of this book: to understand the various rules (or Meta-Programs) which govern neurological and physiological interaction and the resultant impact on our thoughts, feelings and actions, and to better learn how to make intentional choices that facilitate the healthy
and constructive aspects of these interactions and impacts.Imagine, if you would, two towns that are separated by an insurmountable mountain. Interaction and communication between them is totally cut-off. If one town represents the brain and nervous system, and the other town the thinking processes, perceptions and behavior, then Meta-Programs would act as a tunnel engineered to cut through the mountain, linking the two
and facilitating the flow of information between them.The Meta-Programs determine our tendency to make a decision in a certain frame of thinking. That's quite a vague statement, isn't it? Let's see...For example, if you tend to look how things "match" each other, it will be easier to persuade you to buy a new car if the salesman shows you how the shape of the car helps to quiet the engine noise, and how the automatic gear shifts
smoothly with your style of driving, and how the price of the car can be divided into installments that match your existing financial capabilities perfectly...But if you tend to find the "mismatch", or the things that are in conflict - the salesman would have to constantly compare the car you look at with a less attractive car and show you the differences and how the car you're looking at is much better - he'll show you the difference in price,
the mileage in the city, the safety features, etc., but always in comparison to another car, one which you didn't even consider buying.Being mindful of the Meta-Programs helps us understand and appreciate the differences in the ways that people behave with and respond to the world around them.Rather than seeing these differences as obstacles or irritations, an understanding of Meta-Programs empowers us to adapt our own
behaviors and responses in ways that match and complement their own.Meta-Programs are therefore useful in overcoming division and misunderstanding, and in facilitating synergy and co-operation.Teachers could use Meta-Programs to more effectively keep their students engaged. Police officers could use them to better facilitate the diffusion of high-stress situations. Meta-Programs would benefit parents who need to discipline
their kids and who are trying to motivate the behavior that they desire. The list is practically endless.
When raven shifter Riley Porter was given sanctuary by the Phoenix Pack, she let them believe she had left her flock. Reluctant to divulge the secrets of her past, she was still embraced as family. Only Tao Lukas, the protective and passionate Head Enforcer of the pack, was resistant to the enigmatic shifter. Until Riley started to arouse in him something other than suspicion. Tao doesn’t trust lone shifters, especially ones so
guarded—and tempting. But the sexual tension between them is making them both come undone, and vulnerable to more than desire. All Tao wants is for Riley to stay with him and to trust him with the truth of her past. As Riley’s mysteries come to light, so does a danger that threatens not only her life but the safety of the entire pack. For Tao, keeping Riley safe means keeping her close—forever—as his mate.
The Dating Trilogy continues with Sinking in the Shadows... She wasn’t looking for love. She wasn’t looking for a happily ever after. But Dating in the Dark gave her both. Or so she thought. Now with a broken heart and an unexpected surprise she doesn’t know if she’ll ever find her way back to both again. Sinking in the Shadows is the second book in The Dating Trilogy and should be read after Dating in the Dark. Tinley and
Marek’s story concludes in Loving in the Light. THE DATING SERIES Dating in the Dark Sinking in the Shadows Loving in the Light Kiss Me Marry Me KEYWORDS: enemies to lovers, romantic comedy, single parent, funny romance, single father, workplace romance, accidental pregnancy, romance novels set in oregon, small-town romance, alexandria bishop, office romance, alpha hero, romcom, steamy romance, trilogy,
cliffhanger, contemporary romance, speed dating books, humorous romance, series romance, series, dating, small town romance, alexandria bishop romance, romantic comedy series, hot romance, family saga, romance books, funny romance
Once Her Man, Always Her Man Can Luke and Rebecca bridge the pain of a decade long abandonment in one cold Texas night? Tell It To The Marine Take one Marine and introduce him to the movie star of his dreams and it sounds like a script right out of Hollywood, but for James Westwood and Lauren Kincaid, reality just might be the ticket they?ve both been searching for? Proud To Serve Her Sparks fly, wine pours and what
follows is a total seduction of the senses as Damon prepares a birthday that Helena will never forget. Her Marine The last thing Brody or Shannon expected was a soul deep connection that brings them both wonder, but is the spark of lust enough to bring these two loners in from the cold?
Welcome to Shadow Valley where the Dirty Angels MC rules. Get ready to get Down & Dirty because this is Hawk's story... When strong statements must be made, Hawk, as the MC's VP, must be the one to make them. But that doesn't mean there aren't consequences, like him landing in jail. Though the club keeps an attorney on retainer, the one who shows up isn't quite who he's expecting. Not even close. Feisty, classy, and
curvy, this attorney pushes his buttons in all the right ways. And Hawk can't ignore a challenge. However, she's so out of his league, he can't hope for anything more than a few chances to scratch all her itches. When Kiki's boss hands over the club's account, she doesn't know what to expect and her meeting with the overbearing, bad boy biker goes anything but smoothly. Like Hawk, Kiki loves a challenge, too. But getting involved
in the club and its VP may not be what she bargained for. Especially when it comes to several run-ins with a rival MC, including one which may very well affect the rest of her life. Kiki needs to decide if becoming involved with Hawk is worth not only the judgment from her peers but, even worse, the violent mayhem the club becomes entangled in. Trigger warning: This story includes a violent situation that includes kidnapping,
physical and sexual assault. Note: This book can be read as a standalone. It includes lots of steamy scenes, biker slang, cursing, some violence and, of course, an HEA. If you like alpha males who like to take charge, this book is for you!
The Jimmy McHugh Songbook (Piano/Vocal/Ghords)
Queenmaker
Resistance
Sinking in the Shadows
A No Ordinary Hero Novel
Diesel

The dawning of desire 1806, Scotland. Wild, reckless Callum MacCreath is in no hurry to become someone’s husband. But when his responsible, steady older brother Ian announces his engagement to their childhood friend Rebecca, Callum makes a startling discovery: he wants the lovely young lass for himself. But it’s too late, and when Ian banishes him
for his duplicity, Callum is only too happy to leave Scotland forever. ...is delicious and dangerous 1816: Marrying Ian was the practical, logical thing for Becca to do. But once Callum sailed away to America, she missed his rakish charm and lust for life. Now Becca is a widow when a much-changed Callum returns to his Scottish homeland. Will he
remember their spirited, fiery connection or does he blame her for his brother’s unexpected death? This time neither of them can deny their scorching attraction. But will their hearts be burned in the blazing heat of scandal? “It’s time to fall in love with Suzanne Enoch.” —Lisa Kleypas “Steamy and bubbling with humor, a scrumptious tale to begin her No
Ordinary Hero series.” —Booklist (starred review) on Hero in the Highlands
Follows ten teens who are left alone in the wilderness amid a three-day survival test.
McHugh wrote for all areas of popular music, including melodies for The Cotton Club, Broadway and Hollywood musicals. His musical collaborators read like a who's who of songsters; besides his early partner Dorothy Fields, McHugh also collaborated with Johnny Mercer, Frank Loesser, Jerome Kern, Ted Koehler, Gus Kahn and Harold Adamson. This
songbook brings together 15 timeless classics arranged for voice and piano with guitar chord boxes. Titles: Comin' In on a Wing and a Prayer * Diga Diga Doo * Exactly Like You * The First Lady Waltz * I Can't Believe That You Are In Love With Me * I Can't Give You Anything but Love * I Feel a Song Comin' On * I'm in the Mood for Love * It's a Most
Unusual Day * 'Murder' He Says * The Music Stopped * On the Sunny Side of the Street * South American Way * Too Young to Go Steady * Where Are You?
Dive into this best-selling teen romance today. Over 150,000 copies sold! If you love small town romance, summer love, and happy endings, this series is for you. Bayleigh is addicted to her cell phone and her mom has had enough. After catching her sending a less than lady-like photo to a boy who barely knows her, Bayleigh's mom sends her away to her
grandparent's house for the summer--sans cell phone, laptop and iPod. Bayleigh thinks the summer will be torture without social media...that is until she meets the boy next door. Note: This book may contain language and suggestive situations that aren't suitable for younger readers. "Great story and wonderful characters." - Amazon Reviewer "This is one
of those books that grabs your attention in the first few words and sucks you in!!" -Amazon Reviewer "Jace's actions prove that he's a gentleman who will do anything for the girl he loves!" -Amazon Reviewer "This was a really good book. It seems like this book understands what some teens are going through. This is a must read. You don't even have to be
a teen to read it! 5 stars!!" - Amazon Reviewer "This book is so good! It gave me the feels." - Amazon Reviewer "One of the best books I've read. Anyone who likes romance will fall in love with this book and the series in general." - Amazon Reviewer Also available: Part 2 - Autumn Unlocked Part 3 - Winter Untold Part 4 - Spring Unleashed Part 5 - The
Beginning of Forever - A full length novel Part 6 - Autumn Adventure Part 7 - Winter Wonderful Part 8 - The Girl with my Heart (a novel from Jace's point of view) Part 9 - Autumn Awakening Part 10 - Winter Whirlwind Part 11- Unplugged Summer ~Also available in audio book, narrated by Disney channel actress Cheryl Texiera!!~ Plus the spin-off series:
The Summer Series Summer Alone Summer Together Summer Apart Summer Forever Jett’s Series Believe in Me Believe in Us Believe in Forever Believe in Love Believe in Summer Believe in Fall Believe in Winter Believe in Spring Forever and a Day A Young Adult Romance Series Search Keywords: Young adult romance, ya romance, complete series,
teen romance, teen romance series, Amy Sparling books, Summer love, dirt bike books, motocross books, new adult romance, teen fiction, ya fiction, free book, free ya books, free teen romance, bestselling romance
Emersyn Sharpe doesn't belong in our worldIn fact, the very last place she should be is with us. But someone is hurting her. We've all seen it. We tried to ignore the warning signs. We tried to trust the people around her. We tried to believe in her world.Too late.When she nearly died in front of us, we had to act.We took her. She doesn't belong in our
world, but I'll be damned if someone lays a finger on her under my watch.I'll kill them first.Now that she's here... I don't know if I can let her leave.I'm Jasper Horan, anyone who tries to take her will have to go through me and my boys. You've been warned.SAVAGE VANDAL is a full length mature college/new adult romance with enemies-to-lovers/lovehate themes. This is a reverse harem novel, meaning the main character has more than one love interest. This is book one in the series.
Savage Vandal
A War of Hearts
Double Score
A Lady's Guide to Improper Behavior
A Hellcat Canyon Novel
A Devil in Scotland
Tyler Buckley divides his time between fixing cars in his father's shop and reclamation projects with his brothers. Losing his brother and his mate in the same year could have turned him into a surly, unapproachable wolf, but he kept his sights set on the wins in his life-his brothers, A.J.'s new mate and his family. The last thing he needs or wants is for Claire Webster to return home. Her arrival
detonates an old rage inside the wolf, but he's determined to stay as far away from her as possible. When she was five years old, the wolf next door told her he was her mate and then ordered her not to play with one of her friends. From that day forward, Claire butted heads with Ty and his constant interferences. At sixteen, she caught the eye of a visiting Hunter, a wolf who treated her like a lady
and not a possession. Wanting more than to be ordered around, she followed him away from Willow Bend, determined to never look back. Eight years later, she sends a request to the new Alpha of Willow Bend. She wants to come home and, when he allows her the opportunity, she's both relieved and terrified. The first person she runs into is the last one who ever wanted to see her again. The
wolf next door grew up, and Tyler Buckley's frigid welcome leaves her out in the cold. Can she admit she made the wrong choice, and would he even listen if she could?
Chelsea
A Dark Romance Trilogy
An Information Guide
Defiance
Her Dom
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